ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Lossless text Compression reduces the disk space to store the information and communication costs during transferring the large text file and also the time taken to search the pattern or portion of a file through the huge compressed file [13] . And therefore, Lossless text compression is considered to be an important research area to improve its algorithms and compressing technologies. Compression is possible based on bit level [10] , character level and word level compression. Faster compression may also be possible by working with larger units [8] .Lossless data compression techniques are often partitioned into statistical based compression techniques and dictionary based compression techniques. Statistical compression algorithm is based on the probability that certain character will occur. Huffman Coding [9] and Arithmetic Coding are the kind of statistical coders.
Dictionary based compression method exploits repetitions in the data. This coding scheme makes use of the fact that certain groups of consecutive characters occur more than once and assign a codeword to that certain occurrences. Most of the dictionary coders are based on LZ77 and LZ78 and are widely employed to compress the data. The main areas of lossless text compression are generation of new compressors or transformation algorithm. Researchers have proved that word based preprocessing method saves the run time memory, boost the compression rates and also speeds up the transmission time [12, 15] .Though there are methods which have been existing based on word replacement preprocessing techniques, like Star Encoding [6] , LIPT [2] and StarNT [18] , it is known that there can be a better word based preprocessing techniques are possible as the days and technologies advancement. The most common preprocessing algorithm used in practice is the dictionary based scheme. These algorithms are based on maintaining a dictionary of words and replacing words of the source file with pointers to identical words in the dictionary [14] . The dictionary can be generated as either static or dynamic manner. There are major methods available for text preprocessing algorithm with static dictionary like Star Encoding, Length-Preserving Transform (LPT), Reverse Length-Preserving Transform (RLPT), Shortened -Context Length-Preserving Transform (SCLPT) Length Index Preserving Transform LIPT [2] and StarNT [18] . The main drawback of the algorithms is that of a fixed initial storage overhead of 1 MB in the form of shared dictionaries [6] . Adaptive dictionary construction method avoids the memory overhead and expedites the dictionary mapping [19] , because of the smaller size of the dictionary. In Semi-adaptive dictionary method, an optimal dictionary is prepared during the first pass using the word based distribution in the source file to be compressed and encoding of the source file in to the intermediate file is performed during the second pass by using the dictionary. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the existing related text transformation methods; Section 3 proposes the new approach called Semi-Adaptive Substitution Coder for Lossless Text Compression. Section 4 discusses the performance analysis to validate the achievability and efficiency of the proposed method and finally Section 5 contains the conclusions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The text transformation is a process, which transforms a data into some intermediate form. The transformed data can be compressed with most of existing lossless data compression algorithms, like bzip2, gzip with better compression effectiveness than achieved using an untransformed data. The reverse process is that decompression using given compressor like bzip2, gzip and a reverse preprocessing transformation.
The Burrows-Wheeler transform [11] is a block-sorting lossless data compression algorithm that works by applying a reversible transformation to a block of input data. The BWT can be seen as a sequence of three stages: the initial sorting stage which permutes the input text so similar contexts are grouped together, the Move-To-Front stage which converts the local symbol groups into a single global structure, and the final compression stage which takes advantage of the transformed data to produce efficient compressed output [4] . The transform does not perform any compression but modifies the data in a way to make it easy to compress with a secondary algorithm such as "move-to-front" coding and then Huffman, or arithmetic coding. The BWT algorithm achieves compression performance by using alphabetic reordering as per Chapin [5] .
The dictionary based transformation can be performed based on static dictionary or dynamic dictionary creation. Here are major methods available for text preprocessing algorithm with static dictionary like Star Encoding, LIPT [2] , StarNT. Skibinski and Grabowski [17] suggested word based replacement transformation method with static dictionary and introduced the recognized preprocessing methods like EOL coding, Capital Conversion, Q-gram replacement, Binary data Filter and Surrounding words with spaces.
Text preprocessing methods with dynamic dictionary are Abel and Teahan preprocessor [1] and the method suggested by Umesh S. Bhadade and A.I. Trivedi [19] .Furthermore ,the transformation can be performed on character or word based method. Umesh S. Bhadade and A.I. Trivedi suggested the method using character based as well as word based dynamic dictionary creation to perform text transformation. In the word based dynamic creation method, they suggested to create four different dictionaries to store the words, prefix and suffix part of the words and non-words which includes non-alphabets that all appear more than once in the source file. In character based dynamic dictionary creation method, they suggested to consider the frequency of all possible 4 character pair, 3 character pair and 2 character pair.
Abel and Teahan [1] proposed five different text transformation algorithms to improve the compression ratio of the source. The recognized transformation algorithms are Capital conversion, EOL coding, word replacement, phase replacement and alphabet reordering. This method needs no external dictionary to maintain the frequently used words and non-words and also this approach is language independent one.
PROPOSED CODER
In this section, we proposed our new techniques in text transformation method in which the Semi-Adaptive Coder is designed as two pass preprocessor. During the first pass, frequently used words are extracted from the source file to create an optimal adaptive dictionary and in the second pass only, the source file should be encoded based on the transformation techniques using the adaptive dictionary. The proposed Semi-Adaptive Coder used almost all the most popular well recognized existing transformation techniques like Capital Conversion, EOL coding, N-gram replacement, prefix and word replacement transformation techniques but needs no external storage in the form of static dictionary. So that, this proposed algorithm reduces the cost of maintaining the dictionary and also reduces the transformation time because of the smaller size of the dictionary. If there is not previous knowledge about the source file, then usage of adaptive dictionary is more effective than the static dictionary.
Semi-Adaptive Dictionary Creation Algorithm
Almost in all the previous transformation techniques, an external static dictionary is used to store the frequently used words [7, 16] . This paper presents the adaptive dictionary in which the lower case version of the words in the source file to be compressed are stored in a table like structure according to its frequency which occurs more than 25 times in the source file and used the indexes of the entries to refer the dictionary words. The shorter codewords are used to represent the index value in the encoded file. When it is analyzed the available codeword, the set of ASCII value 0 to 31 and 127 to 255 that are not used in the text files are determined. Since the ASCII value 0-31 is non-printable characters, it is avoided that characters using as codewords, but used it for flag representation. Remaining characters 127 to 255 are used as codeword for word replacement and N-gram replacement. Here, in this method full word as well as partial words mapping is also permitted in the dictionary [3] . The dictionary is created dynamically in the transformation process and transfers it with the encoded message for decompression.
Encoding Algorithm
The words in the source file are searched in the Dictionary. If the input text word is found in the dictionary, replace the word with the codeword assigned. Well known recognized transformation techniques like capital letter conversion [6, 17, and 20 ] also used in this transformation method. Since the proposed method makes use of the capital conversion technique, only the lower case letters of the source file are stored in the dictionary, There are two flags (ASCII values 254 and 255) in the encoded file to indicate that either a given word starts with a capital letter while the following letters are all lowercase, or a given word is of capitals only. Those flags are inserted before the word respectively. Moreover, there is another one flag (ASCII values 253), used to encode lower words with few capital letters. When the word starts with few capital letters and ends with lower case letters, the capital letter flag is placed before the first part of the word and the flag ASCII value 253 is used to separate the lower case part of the word. Furthermore, there is another one flag (ASCII values 6), used for encoding occurrences of flags and the codeword symbol present in the source in the text. If all the letters of a word are in lower case then no flag is present before their codeword. Another one recognized transformation technique that improves the compression performance is End-Of-Line (EOL) coding [1, 17] . The basic scheme is to replace EOL symbols with spaces and a binary flag is used to distinguish an original EOL from a space. It is also necessary to encode information necessary to perform the reverse operation of EOL symbol in a separate stream. Ngram replacement [17] is based on substituting n consecutive characters with single character (ASCII values 227-252). In this method, length of the n does not exceed 3, so that only bigram and trigram characters are replaced with single characters. The remaining codewords ASCII value 127 -226 used for word replacement based on the words present in the adaptive dictionary created during transformation of the source file.
Decoding Algorithm
The received compressed text is first decompressed using the same compressor as was used at the source end and the transformed text is recovered. The reverse transformation is applied on this decompressed transformed text. If the codeword starts with the ASCII character 128 to 255, then finds match for words in the dictionary. The transformed codewords are replaced with the respective words in the dictionary. The unaltered word can be easily recognized and transformed as it is in the decoded file. The change of capitalization of the word is performed. It is also necessary to decode the EOL coding based on the information to perform the reverse operation in a separate stream.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Semi-Adaptive Substitution Coder for Lossless Text
Compression was implemented in C and experiments were carried out on an 800MHz equipped with 3.00 GB RAM, under Windows Vista operating system. To evaluate the performance and excellence of good compression algorithm, there are several criteria to be under consideration such as, the compression ratio and encoding and decoding speed in the case of lossless text compression. In this section to compare the performance of the proposed Coder, the backend algorithms Bzip2 and Gzip are used. The reason to use bzip2 as our backend compressor is that bzip2 compresses files using the Burrows-Wheeler block sorting text compression algorithm and Huffman coding and also bzip2 outperforms other compression algorithms when compared with Gzip, Gzip-9, and DMC by giving the best compression ratios with lowest execution time [6] and Gzip is widely used. The compression ratios are expressed in terms of average BPC (bits per character).
Table 1 Comparative compression ratio of Calgary
Corpus with bzip2 
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Table 3V Comparative compression ratio of Gutenberg files with Gzip
The compression performance of the proposed semi-Adaptive Substitution Coder is compared with the results of Bzip2 and Gzip. According to experimental results based on the Calgary Corpus Shown in Table I , the average BPC using original Bzip2 is 2.14. According to Gutenberg files based results taken from R. Franceschini and A. Mukherjee [6] shown in Table II , the average BPC using original Bzip2 is 1.63. But based on the proposed method, average BPC for Calgary Corpus is 2.11, compression gain up to 1.91% and for Gutenberg files is 1.52, compression gain up to 6.49%.
According to experimental results based on the Calgary Corpus Shown in Table III , the average BPC using original gzip is 2.51. According to Gutenberg files based results taken from R. Franceschini and A. Mukherjee [6] shown in Table  IV Table V shows the comparative compression ratio with Abel and Teahan preprocessor taken from [1] . According to the results, it is proved that large files gives better performance than smaller one.
CONCLUSION
The proposed method is admirable extensions of the transformation method experimented on various text files. The most common transformation algorithm used in practice is the dictionary scheme using an external static dictionary. But to avoid the dictionary overhead, adaptive dictionary is proposed to store the frequently used words of the source file. In future work it is worthy to remove the spaces between the words so that the redundancy of space can also be compressed in which smaller files can also be compressed with better performance. Tested Corpus indicated that better compression ratios were possible with large text files. This is an inconclusive research area which leaves lots of space for researchers to develop different preprocessors and new compressors in lossless text compression area. 
